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DAVID EDWARDS / BRILLIANT FOOLS

INTRODUCTION
he most effective way to control people is to control their
assumptions about the world. The task of propaganda is to
apply power-friendly labels and make them stick – it is the key to
everything. The labelling factory par excellence – the machine
that applies the right labels in the right way over and over again
– is the mass media system.
Activists have lambasted governments, corporations, whole industries
for decades, but they are swimming against a relentless tide. As has been
demonstrated so clearly in Iraq, governments and businesses can do
pretty much what they like just so long as the media factory is on hand
to label it better: to label away the crimes, the lies, the outrage, the desperate need for change.
The media are, and always have been, the supreme obstacle to change.
But you would not know it because all media corporations apply the
same potent label to such a thought: ‘Unthinkable.’

WHO DOES JOHN LE CARRÉ THINK HE IS?
Naturally enough, high-profile reputations within the mainstream tend
to attract negative media labels to the extent that an individual is honest in exposing the crimes of power. This becomes particularly striking
when widely celebrated talents choose to focus their energies on political dissent. Then, suddenly, the brilliant become brilliant fools – egomaniacs whose craving for yet more attention lures them into realms of
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inquiry beyond their competence. Expert wordsmiths become childish
scribblers. Sophisticated storytellers become gauche and witless. Even
world-renowned scientists are suddenly unable to grasp the most elementary principles of scientific inquiry. The power of labelling appears to be
without limit.
This labelling does not involve mere disagreement. As teachers of meditation have instructed for thousands of years, the mind is most effectively
trained by constant repetition reinforced by emotion. If labelling is to be
effective, it is important that embarrassment, revulsion and even disgust be
generated in the public mind. This ensures that the required label is fixed
both intellectually and emotionally, and recalled every time the target individual is remembered, seen or heard.
An example is the novelist David Cornwell, who writes under the pseudonym John Le Carré. For decades, Le Carré received exuberant praise for
his spy novels – until he started to direct fierce criticism at US-UK foreign
policy.
In reviewing Le Carré’s novel Absolute Friends, the Sunday Telegraph
wrote:
“The poor fellow harangues us about globalisation, about George Bush,
about Washington neo-conservatives... With small sense of the ridiculous,
he gives us a popular novel which nods gravely at the names of such as
Noam Chomsky... including, yes, John Pilger.
“What turned this much-loved entertainer into a cosmic prophet? What’s
eating him? Who does ‘John Le Carré’ think he is?” (‘Unsmiley person – a
new book shows the skilled thriller-writer slipping still further into the slough
of gravitas,’ Sunday Telegraph, December 7, 2003)
The reviewer concluded: “It is sad, but scarcely tragic... The Spy Who
Came in from the Cold will be read when most of today’s polemics, including those of angry old David Cornwell, are quite forgotten.”
The Sunday Times commented:
“Le Carré’s anger comes across as a bit too raw to work as fiction, its rhetPAGE 4
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oric more in line with a Harold Pinter column than a Graham Greene
novel.
“I finished Absolute Friends hoping that this greatest of all spy novelists
writes for decades more, not only so he can keep creating characters like
Mundy and Sasha, but also so that he can gain a more incisive perspective
on our troubling times.” (Stephen Amidon, ‘Dispatches from an angry old
man,’ Sunday Times, December 14, 2003)

SWALLOWING PINTER’S BILE
Another example is the British playwright Harold Pinter, who was this
month awarded the 2005 Nobel Prize for literature. Pinter is the first British
winner since VS Naipaul in 2001.
Pinter has long been equally admired for his dramatic work and reviled
for his political activism. Introducing his Nobel acceptance speech, playwright David Hare said:
“The theatre is what the British have always been good at. And nobody
has so come to represent the theatre’s strengths, its rigours, and its glories,
as Harold Pinter.” (Harold Pinter: Nobel prize speech, More4, December 10,
2005)
Reviewers speak in near-mystical terms of Pinter’s brilliance. Leading theatre critic Michael Billington observed in the Guardian:
“Although he is best known as a dramatist and screenwriter, Harold
Pinter is an equally remarkable director... As an actor, Pinter also possesses weight, authority and presence... Pinter’s production of Joyce’s Exiles was
a masterpiece of psychological insight and dramatic timing.” (‘High-octane
Harold,’ The Guardian, February 5, 2005)
Pinter’s use of sparse, menacing language in his drama is deemed the stuff
of genius. But the labels applied to Pinter’s anti-war poetry are different.
These poems are “ludicrous, crass, offensive, second-rate, obscure-to-thepoint-of-meaninglessness”, Daniel Finkelstein declared in the Times: “The
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great dramatist has the right to intervene in politics, just as anyone else has.
But he doesn’t have the right to be taken seriously. Pinter simply has nothing interesting to say.” (Finkelstein, ‘Warning: what you are about to read is
f****** poetic,’ The Times, March 9, 2005)
Poet Don Paterson dismissed Pinter in the Guardian:
“To take a risk in a poem is not to write a big sweary outburst about how
crap the war in Iraq is, even if you are the world’s greatest living playwright.
Because anyone can do that.” (Chalotte Higgins, ‘Pinter’s poetry? Anyone can
do it,’ The Guardian, October 30, 2004)
We at Media Lens cannot say if it is true that Pinter’s use of words is brilliant in his plays but absurd in his poems. But we are reminded of the treatment meted out to Les Roberts of the Johns Hopkins School of Public
Health. Journalists everywhere deferred to Roberts as one of the world’s
leading epidemiologists when he estimated millions of deaths in the Congo
in 2000 and 2001. But he was judged a fool guilty of schoolboy errors when
estimating 100,000 civilian deaths since the March 2003 US-UK invasion of
Iraq.
Simon Heffer wrote in the Daily Mail of Pinter:
“I don’t begrudge Harold Pinter his Nobel prize. I have never seen why
someone’s political views – which in Pinter’s case are verging on the barking – should disqualify them from acclaim in any field of the arts.” (Heffer,
‘David, don’t be scared of the truth,’ Daily Mail, October 15, 2005)
In The New York Times, James Traub declared that “Pinter’s politics are
so extreme ... they are almost impossible to parody.” (Traub, ‘Their
Highbrow Hatred of Us,’ New York Times, October 30, 2005)
Traub added, “it is hard to think of anyone save Noam Chomsky and
Gore Vidal who would not choke on Pinter’s bile”.
The Times wrote that Pinter’s recent output has consisted “almost entirely of rabid antiwar, anti-American and expletive-filled rants against the Iraq
conflict. In his anger, Pinter is as spare with logic as he once was with language”. (‘... The Nobel Prize...for Literature...to Harold Pinter...Hmmm...,’
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Pause For Thought, The Times, October 14, 2005)
Tony Allen-Mills lamented in the Sunday Times:
“Among this year’s Nobel laureates are several American scientists who
are being rewarded for brilliant work. Yet their achievements appear destined to be overshadowed by a rant from a bolshie Brit.” (Tony Allen-Mills,
‘This Pinter guy could turn into a pain,’ Sunday Times, November 6, 2005)
The Mirror reported Pinter’s Nobel prize speech with the headline:
“Pinter rant at ‘brutal’ US policy.” (Mirror, December 8, 2005)
In the Independent, Johann Hari wrote an article titled: ‘Pinter does not
deserve the Nobel Prize – The only response to his Nobel rant (and does
anyone doubt it will be a rant?) will be a long, long pause.’ (Hari, The
Independent, December 6, 2005)
It is significant that Hari described Pinter’s speech as a “rant” before it
had even been delivered – the label exists independently of the work,
indeed of the author, in question. To subject power to serious, rational challenge is by definition to “rant”. Hari commented:
“Ever since Pinter was a teenager, he has been relentlessly contrarian,
kicking out violently against anything that might trigger his rage that day.”
This is the standard, Soviet-style assertion that critics of power are afflicted by psychological disorder, with the concocted ‘sins’ of power randomly
selected as a focus for neurotic ire.
Compare and contrast the above with a comparable dismissal in the
Observer by Jay Rayner. The title of the article was ‘Pinter of Discontent’.
The subtitle read: ‘Hated Pinochet; loathed Thatcher; doesn’t like America;
deplores Nato; is disgusted when his play doesn’t get a West End run. Good
old Harold – he’s always bitching about something.’ (Rayner, ‘Pinter of discontent,’ The Observer, May 16, 1999)
Rayner referred to Pinter’s obsessive “bitching” nearly thirty times, using
language like: “raging”, “sound and fury”, “growling”, “outraged”, “attacking”, “hostility”, “rowing”, “ever ready to pick a fight”, “yelling”, “barrackPAGE 7
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ing”, “fury” (again), “raging” (again).
Charles Spencer also pointed to the ‘sickly’ psychological roots of Pinter’s
politics:
“Right through his career, he has been fascinated by the relationship
between victim and oppressor, the weak and the powerful, and his spare,
clenched dialogue is full of insults, piss-takes and threats. From what one
hears about Pinter the man, as opposed to Pinter the playwright, he’s pretty good at menace in real life as well as on the stage.” (Spencer, ‘Happy
birthday party for Harold Pinter,’ Daily Telegraph, October 14, 2005)
Spencer lamented the influence of Pinter’s “adolescent politics” on his
plays. A day later, Sam Leith also focused on Pinter’s “menace” and rage:
“There has always been the permanent scowl; the finger-jabbing rage;
the off-the-peg bohemianism of the uniform black polo-neck; the sense of
vanity begging to be punctured.” (Sam Leith, ‘The childish urge to tease our
greatest living playwright is much too delicious to resist,’ Daily Telegraph,
October 15, 2005)
I have met Pinter several times. The second part of this essay is the full
transcript of an interview I conducted with Pinter in his London office in
1999. I invite you to judge for yourselves the truth of Pinter’s “rabid”, “barking”, “adolescent” politics. Is he someone who “simply has nothing interesting to say”? Is he “as spare with logic as he once was with language”?
Consider the claims of irrational rage, of extremist bile. Notice the rationality and precision of Pinter’s political analysis. Notice the responses of one
of the world’s most famous writers – regularly denounced for his aggression
and intolerance – to ideas and suggestions proposed by a younger and
almost completely unknown writer.
To compare the above flood of insults and smears with what follows, I
believe, is a revelation. To consider the robotically consistent nature of the
smears – and how we find ourselves assuming that there must be something to them – reveals much about how freedom of expression is crushed
in our society.
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CONCLUSION
It is a brutal fact of modern media and politics that honesty and sincerity
are not rewarded, but instead heavily punished, by powerful interests with
plenty at stake. It does not matter how often the likes of Pinter, Le Carré,
Noam Chomsky and John Pilger are shown to be right. It does not matter
how often the likes of Bush and Blair are shown to have lied in the cause
of power and profits. The job of mainstream journalism is to learn nothing
from the past, to treat rare individuals motivated by compassion as rare
fools deserving contempt.
The benefits are clear enough: if even high-profile dissidents can be
painted as wretched, sickly fools, then which reader or viewer would want
to be associated with dissent? Then ‘normal’ – conforming, consuming,
looking after ‘number one’ – can be made to seem healthy, balanced, sensible and sane. Historian Howard Zinn made the point well:
“Realism is seductive because once you have accepted the reasonable
notion that you should base your actions on reality, you are too often led
to accept, without much questioning, someone else’s version of what that
reality is. It is a crucial act of independent thinking to be sceptical of someone else’s description of reality.” (The Zinn Reader, Seven Stories Press, 1997,
p.338)
The great task of propaganda is to make dissent seem unrealistic, embarrassing, and absurd.
It is worth considering the level of honesty of even those who buck this
trend to some extent. Thus Mary Riddell commented in the Observer:
“On Wednesday morning, the finest living British playwright recorded,
from his wheelchair, an acceptance speech for the greatest literary prize on
earth. Anyone who wished to see an allusion to the talk, played in Sweden
that day, would have searched BBC schedules in vain.
“He got no mention on either of the main television news programmes.
Newsnight, voracious for culture, carried nothing. Pinter’s speech would
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have been restricted to the satellite channel, More4, had Channel 4 not
decided, at the last minute, to put out a midnight digest.” (Riddell, ‘Prophet
without honour,’ The Observer, December 11, 2005)
But Riddell was careful not to give the wrong impression to media colleagues and employers standing ready with their labels. She added on
Pinter:
“He was disgraceful in his misreading of Slobodan Milosevic. The
Stockholm speech included the puerile satire of Pinter at his worst.”
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UNTHINKABLE
THOUGHTS
An Interview With Harold Pinter – August 1999
WHO IS THIS ‘WE’ EXACTLY?
“

here was a time, by the way,” Harold Pinter confided to the
Confederation of Analytical Psychologists in June, “when I
thought Tony Blair would do well to consult one, or even two, of you
ladies and gentlemen here tonight. I was struck by the demented
light of battle in his eyes. But now I’m not at all sure that he’s actually gone round the bend. I’ve come to the conclusion that his moral
fervour and fanaticism is a masquerade.”
There is no record of how the audience of Jungian therapists reacted to
the potential patient being described as “round the bend” – a therapeutically ‘incorrect’ diagnosis if ever there was one! – but anyway there were
more pressing issues at hand: the subject of Pinter’s talk was ‘The Nato
action in Serbia’, or more to the point: ‘Why Nato’s action in Serbia?’
I asked Pinter how the psychologists received his version of events:
HAROLD PINTER: Oh it was quite a night, it really was. It was a very
interesting evening because it was packed, you know – they were all
Jungian psychotherapists – and I gave my speech and then, really, all hell
broke loose!
DAVID EDWARDS: In what way?
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PINTER: Well what actually happened was there were a lot of pretty traditional male psychiatrists – to be a psychiatrist doesn’t mean you’re a radical person, you can be anything really – but there was also a whole body
of Serbian female psychotherapists who practice here in England. And
between these two groups there were really tremendous clashes that
became very passionate, and violent really.
EDWARDS: Violent!
PINTER: They didn’t actually come to blows, but it was very very
intense.
EDWARDS: They weren’t managing their anger too well?
PINTER: They certainly weren’t, they were really letting it out, I’ll tell
you. So it was quite a night.
EDWARDS: How did the Serbian women react to what you said?
PINTER: Well, the Serbian women were very much with me, you know.
I was under attack myself from the other lot who simply parroted the same
old clichés: ‘Genocide, you’ve got to do something about it’ and all that.
EDWARDS: It’s amazing how well all that has worked to stifle debate,
isn’t it...?
PINTER: Yeah, shocking.
EDWARDS: You know, ‘We had to do something, there’s a genocide
going on’, when in fact 2,000 people had been killed on all sides in the
twelve months before the bombing began...
PINTER: That’s absolutely right. When they said ‘We had to do something’, I said ‘Who is this ‘we’ exactly that you’re talking about? First of all:
Who is the ‘we’? Under what heading do ‘we’ act, under what law? And
also, the notion that this ‘we’ has the right to act,’ I said, ‘presupposes a
moral authority of which this ‘we’ possesses not a jot! It doesn’t exist!’
EDWARDS: And also in terms of the ‘we’, Nato is answerable to no democratic constituency, [Nato spokesman] Jamie Shea didn’t represent anyone.
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PINTER: Absolutely. This was all, as everyone I think really knows, totally illegitimate, totally illegal, totally immoral, and in fact criminal. The
Serbian women were very impressive actually, they really knew what they
were talking about. They poured scorn on a whole lot of received ideas and
fabrications and lies that the male psychiatrists were just repeating, you
know, what they had read in the papers. And of course the Serbian women
also knew their history, which is a damn sight more than we do over here.
So that was that. So I’m very glad I did it.

UNTHINKABLE THOUGHT NO.1 – FREE PRESS OR CORPORATE PRESS?
EDWARDS: What I thought would be interesting – we can talk more
about the Serbian issue later – I thought the title of this could be something
like ‘Unthinkable Thoughts’. It seems to me that there are a number of big
unthinkable thoughts that almost never make it into the mainstream. In a
sense I think the mainstream can’t deal with these ideas, so they have to be
filtered out.
The first one is the idea that the corporate press isn’t a free press. As you
know Edward Herman and Noam Chomsky have proposed a propaganda
model of media control. The model argues for the existence of five ‘filters’
by which money and power are able to filter out news ‘fit to print’, marginalise dissent, and allow government and dominant private interests to get
their message across to the public.
It seems to me that the idea that we’ve got a free press is in fact an illusion – this applies to the mass media generally – what we’ve got is a corporate press, a corporate mass media, that’s not the same thing.
PINTER: You know there’s a great story in Nick Cohen’s book ‘Cruel
Britannia’ about Monsanto and the GM issue. Two reporters for a television
company in the States came across what’s really going on with GM foods
and they said ‘We’ve got to pursue this and we’ve got to do a programme
on it’, and they got gently nudged aside – it wasn’t an outright ‘no!’, but it
was just ‘No I don’t think so, it’s not proved’, and so on, and they were just
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nudged out of the whole thing until they got very very irritated and said
‘We’ve got to do this, it’s the responsibility of the company to do it.’ And,
finally, the head guy said ‘Listen, what is news is what we say it is! That’s
it! And for us that’s not news, right!’ And then they were fired! So, ‘What is
news is just what we say it is’, is finally – they try not to say such a thing –
but when finally pushed, that is the bottom line.
EDWARDS: Have you come across anything like that in your own experience? Some of your stuff is really outrageous by mainstream standards
but it gets in – it’s very unusual for this sort of stuff to get in isn’t it?
PINTER: It is, it is. I’ve never actually been censored in that respect, apart
from my poem ‘American Football,’ which I regard as an act of censorship
at the time – during the Gulf War – without any question.
Apart from that I haven’t. The way they deal with me is in another way.
I’ll give you two examples. One was when I wrote that ‘Open Letter to the
Prime Minister’, Mr Blair. As you know the Guardian published it, but when
I picked up the Guardian the next day and opened the paper, there I read
– instead of ‘Open Letter to the Prime Minister’ – ‘Writer Outraged’!
EDWARDS: What did you interpret that as signifying?
PINTER: Well I’ll tell you exactly. It meant ‘Some idiot of a writer is outraged. This guy’s always outraged. He’s not like your local milkman or the
bus driver: he’s a writer – these writers – you can’t trust them an inch, he’s
always outraged’. So I phoned the bloke, David Leigh actually, the editor of
that page, and I said ‘Why did you call it ‘Writer Outraged’? And he said
‘Well aren’t you outraged?’. I said, you know, ‘That’s not the point’, I said...
because the tone of the article was of considerable irony and mockery, on
my part – there was no outrage, leave the outrage aside. My indignation
and contempt are implicit in the article, but I was just being really quite
light about the whole thing, the whole tone of voice was quite light and
ironic. So to call it ‘Writer Outraged’ means you don’t have to read it.
And I’ll give you one other example which I really think is significant in
this context. A couple of years ago the Observer – which I’ve given up by
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the way, after thirty-five, forty years: to hell with it! I’ll come back to that –
a couple of years ago the Observer had a front page about a Kurdish deserter from the PKK who they said had blown the gaff on the fact that the PKK
were going to poison the whole world, they’d got all this poison. This is
front page news! So I wrote a letter saying ‘Who is this guy? What is your
evidence? What are you talking about? Do you know the real facts about
the Turkish-Kurdish situation? Just explain yourself’. And my letter went
in. But do you know what they called it? They put a little title: ‘A
Playwright Rants’. You see, so it’s consistent.
EDWARDS: Did you see something by Jay Rayner a couple of months
ago...?
PINTER: That was it. That’s why I finally gave up the Observer. I gave it
up after that.
EDWARDS: I read that, I was amazed by that. It was very much, you
know ‘You need people like Harold Pinter because he’s always outraged
about something and it’s sort of quite amusing but...’
PINTER: It said that all I do is shout in that profile: ‘He just shouts about
everything’, you know. That is another way of undermining anyone who
insists on maintaining a serious political position. One of the things which
was included in my “shouting” was my television programme about Nato.
The implication was that any attack on the Nato bombing must be irrational.
EDWARDS: The other thing you get of course is ‘Sorry, this guy’s a playwright, what the hell is he doing commenting on politics?’
PINTER: Yes.
EDWARDS: What’s interesting about that is that Chomsky, again, has
had exactly the same thing. For a long time they were saying ‘Sorry, you’re
a professor of linguistics, what authority have you got to talk about politics?’ And he said ‘Well, I’m a human being’. And this is arguably the world’s
greatest critic of US politics, foreign policy and so on. It’s as if there were
some sort of profession, ‘Social Critic’, and only if you pass some kind of
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exam can you be a social critic. It’s very bizarre. You get that as well don’t
you: ‘What’s this outraged thespian doing talking about the bombing of
Serbia?’
PINTER: That’s right, but there is another side to the coin. You know the
‘Counterblast’ television programme I did [BBC2, 5.5.99]? It was the only
programme on the whole of British television during the whole period
which was against the war, which analysed the situation and question critically. The BBC did it, they had no alternative – the hierarchy had to let it
happen, there was no interference – but three things happened that were
of great significance I thought. The first thing was they didn’t publicise it at
all – nothing! – you wouldn’t have known it was on except by accident...
EDWARDS: And it couldn’t have been more topical could it? I mean it
was right in the middle of the bombing...
PINTER: No, no, it was right in the middle of it. Secondly – this is not
the BBC but coming back to the press – they ignored it.
EDWARDS: That’s right, it wasn’t reviewed in the Guardian was it. Was
it reviewed anywhere?
PINTER: No, the only fellow who reviewed it was Timothy Garton-Ash
in the Independent [‘Vivid, dark, powerful and magnificent – but wrong’,
6.5.99], and he wrote an article which was finally an attack on it, but nevertheless it was a response.
EDWARDS: Did he say you were outraged?
PINTER: No, no, he was alright... But apart from that there was nothing.
But what did happen – the other side of the coin I mentioned – was that I
received more letters from the people in this country about that programme than I have ever received in my life about anything.
EDWARDS: How many?
PINTER: Well about 350-400 letters. There were, I would say, ten who
called me a real, you know, pain in the arse, and the rest, the rest, were really very moving letters because they demonstrated the depth of shame of
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people in this country – I can’t tell you – and anger, and impotence, and
frustration. An extraordinary proportion of them just resigned from the
Labour Party. So I was very struck by that, and it told me that underneath
what we’re saying about how the media is controlled and so on, there are
people living in this country, you know, who actually hated what was going
on.
EDWARDS: And of course the media always give the impression that
people are completely indifferent to everything that’s going on and couldn’t care less...
PINTER: That is actually bollocks.
EDWARDS: It is bollocks isn’t it. I felt an incredible sense of... I just sat
there night after night, I couldn’t believe it was happening, just laying waste
to this country night after night – power stations, bridges, TV stations, hospitals – it was just so murderous and you felt so impotent.
PINTER: I’m happy that I can speak and that I do speak.
EDWARDS: I think it’s incredibly important that at least one or two people actually get heard, because it does create a sort of sense of hope. Just
the fact that your programme was there, or your letter, or Pilger’s, because
it helps people think ‘Christ it’s not just me thinking that, I’m not alone.’
PINTER: That is absolutely the case. That was very much the nature of
the letters that I got. The sense of being totally lonely, you know.

UNTHINKABLE THOUGHT NO.2 – PROFITABLE DICTATORSHIPS
EDWARDS: The second unthinkable thought I’d like to discuss with you
is this: Not only does the West not promote democracy around the world,
it is utterly dependent on dictators to protect “good investment climates”
from local nationalists to serve Western corporations. Do you agree with
that?
PINTER: I do. I think that, um, this has always been the case. The term
dictator, I suppose, now has to be looked at in a slightly different way. There
are very few obvious dictators as such knocking around, you know, these
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days. But something else has happened. I’m very very interested, for example, in the case of Haiti, which seems to me immediately a case in point.
Haiti’s a place that most people don’t give a damn about, you know. But
the fact is that the case of Haiti represents one of the most appalling examples of US manipulation and power that the world has ever seen. Not many
people know that the US – capitalism in the guise of the US – supported
the most appalling dictators in Haiti, the Duvaliers, for years and years and
years. And finally, when, to cut a long story short, the Haitian people
became so exhausted and fed up with the whole bloody thing, the US said
‘Too many people have been tortured and killed, we’d better withdraw our
support, just a bit, and see what happens’. And so then they actually had
democratic elections and Aristide was elected – 67 percent voted for him –
the US said, ‘What! This is an actual democratic election! The man is actually democratically elected! Wait a minute!’...
EDWARDS: It’s not supposed to work like that!
PINTER: So they bided their time, if you’ll recall, and in 1991 – he had
eight months – and he was concerned with actually doing something about
the country and about the people who live in the country, you know, and
not submitting to the neoliberal strategy and the whole bloody total financial and economic manipulation. So of course what happens: a military
coup, bang! He’s out. Aristide escapes to America: they ostensibly gave him
sanctuary, but they’d actually brought about the coup themselves; the CIA
in league with the military brought it about! So then they get him over
there and they try to hammer into him his actual responsibilities to them,
or to capitalism. Meanwhile the military are killing at least 3,000 people, the
most brutal three years, and the US says ‘Now we’re going to pretend to be
the good guys.’ So they go and invade Haiti under the United Nations’ auspices and they ostensibly set up a democratic state – this is ‘Saving the
world for democracy’! What they’re actually saying is that the only way to
get this country off the ground is a neoliberal strategy in which the market
runs everything... etc, etc.
And now the poverty line in Haiti is worse than it’s ever been, absolutePAGE 18
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ly appalling, the country’s sort of devastated.
Now I come back to the term dictator: there isn’t a dictator as such
standing there as there was in Haiti, at the moment, but there’s an elite,
and this elite is extremely rich, most of the members are businessmen, and
that’s it: the new dictatorship seems to me to be a business dictatorship.
EDWARDS: Is this part of the idea that it’s not good for tourism, it’s not
good for investment, to be seen to have a dictatorship? Say in Argentina or
Chile: Pinochet takes a back seat, in fact he’s still in power, or at least the
army is.
PINTER: The army’s right there. Tanks are just around the corner.
EDWARDS: It seems to me that there are some very basic psychological
tricks being played on us. One trick is, ‘We have to do something, there’s a
genocide’, so that any sane person sits there thinking ‘Well of course we
can’t sit back, it’s like the holocaust, we’ve got to do something.’ And then
Tony Blair says, in response to the charge of hypocrisy – he said it on the
BBC’s Question Time – ‘I’m sorry, but just because we can’t help everybody
doesn’t mean we shouldn’t help the people we can help’. But of course if
you look at Iraq where 800,000 children have died as a result of Western
sanctions, at Cuba where children with cancer can’t get anti-sickness drugs
because of sanctions and are vomiting 28 times a day, when Blair says we
can’t help those people, what he actually has to be taken to mean is ‘We
can’t lift our boots from their necks’, because that’s what helping them
would actually mean isn’t it?
PINTER: I think that’s very well said. I absolutely agree.
EDWARDS: But he’s able to get away with that trick isn’t he?: ‘You could
call it hypocrisy, but you could argue instead that we’re doing what we can
do’, which is a total distortion of reality.
PINTER: It really is indeed nauseating. It really becomes very difficult to
find words strong enough...
EDWARDS: Don’t you think the gap between reality and the depiction
of reality becomes so huge that you almost can’t bridge it without looking
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absurd? It’s a real problem isn’t it?
PINTER: I know what you mean, yes. I’ve always said finally one thing:
‘My political writing is entirely to do with facts. I make absolutely nothing
up’.
EDWARDS: Often quoting from state documents.
PINTER: Absolutely. There’s a lot been released on the Internet recently.
The one thing the US has is this Freedom of Information Act – it’s not very
good really because they black almost everything out, but they can’t black
everything out – you have to give them that: they’ve got it, it’s there, so it
can be used, whereas here, as you know, the whole thing is a farce, it’s disgraceful. But at least they’ve got something there and a while ago I got state
documents about the CIA, about the US government involvement in the
military coup in Chile. It’s all there!

So What Are The Other Writers Doing?
EDWARDS: There it all is! This is what amazes me. Shortly before his
execution at the hands of the Nigerian regime, Ken Saro-Wiwa said:
“In this country [Britain] writers write to entertain, they raise questions
of individual existence – you know the angst of the individual – but for a
Nigerian writer in my position you can’t go into that... You cannot have art
for art’s sake. This art must do something to transform the lives of a community, of a nation. And for that reason, literature has a different purpose
altogether in that sort of society, completely different from here.” (Ken
Saro-Wiwa, the Independent, 14.11.95)
Which raises the question: what are the other writers doing? There’s you,
there’s Pilger, there’s Mark Curtis, Paul Foot, say, there’s maybe Greg Palast,
you know, Nick Cohen. How do you explain the fact that so few people are
willing to actually say these things? Obvious truths – you don’t have to
make anything up – you just get the state documents, you get the facts, the
logic is very very simple, very obvious, and yet nobody’s saying it. How can
that be?
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PINTER: Well, you know...
EDWARDS: Or do you know a lot of people who do know but won’t talk
about it? You must meet other playwrights, novelists, writers all the time...
PINTER: I don’t.
EDWARDS: You don’t?
PINTER: No, I don't meet them. Well, one or two.
EDWARDS: That’s a misapprehension, then.
PINTER: Yes. Well, people at a summer school in Cambridge, people
from all over the world, everywhere really, asked me a number of very interesting questions a while back. One of the questions was ‘What are the
other writers in this country doing in relation to the Nato bombing? The
other playwrights, the other novelists, and so on?’, you know. Firstly, I said
‘I don’t know’.
EDWARDS: You don’t know!
PINTER: Well, that’s what I said first. I then thought about it and I said
two things. One is that the young writers – there are a lot of very lively,
young playwrights these days, you know – but it seems that they’re silent
on the whole question of ‘What’s going on’. It’s possible to say that they
share a fundamental cynicism about the world...
EDWARDS: That nothing can be done.
PINTER: Yeah, so they don’t give a shit. ‘It’s the world’, ‘That’s the world:
do what you bloody like with the world, we’ve lost interest’. That may be
the case, I’m offering tentative...
EDWARDS: Can I just refer back to, you know, we were saying about
how the mainstream really tries hard to give the impression that everything’s hopeless, that there can be no change. It’s a very powerful psychological weapon to stop people caring isn’t it?
PINTER: That is absolutely right.... There’s another thing you’ve got to
take on board: that a lot of intelligent people, who can’t miss what’s happening in this bloody world, just like being part of the establishment.
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EDWARDS: For the rewards?
PINTER: And for the status, I suppose. And the fact that they’re loved,
embraced.
EDWARDS: Loved?
PINTER: Well, embraced.
EDWARDS: Do you think it’s... normally I would say it’s cynical stuff like
money and power and prestige. Are you saying it’s because they need to
sort of belong somewhere?
PINTER: I think it’s possible. As I say, this is not a scientific investigation,
these are just propositions.
EDWARDS: So what happens when you do what you do? Do you
become a complete outsider?
PINTER: Well, I’m in an odd position because in a sense I’m undoubtedly an outsider in society because I simply use my critical intelligence...
EDWARDS: Which not many people do.
PINTER: But at the same time, I have to face the fact – it’s not a bad
thing – that I’m very much part of the world in which I live because I’ve
been part of it for such a long time and I’ve done an awful lot of work and
my work is performed, and done, and I’m part of all that. So that I think I’m
also accepted generally as an idiosyncratic, you know, bloke, who nevertheless is part of contemporary drama – my plays have been done for the last
45 years or whatever it is.
EDWARDS: So you get your sense of belonging from that. But do you
feel politically lonely?
PINTER: I have gone through very very lonely patches, yes. There are
various places, other countries, where I feel much more at home: Italy,
Greece, and Spain. I mean 95% of the Greek people were against the bombing, 95%! Same with Italy, they hated the whole bloody thing. But even
there the government had to go with it. This is the real horror of US power.
EDWARDS: So what you’re saying then – and it’s not scientific – is that
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what stops people saying this stuff, is not simply crude things like they
want money and status, it’s the psychological pain you have to suffer when
you make yourself an outsider by challenging what cannot be challenged if
the system is to function smoothly. If you say things like ‘We haven’t got a
free press’, if you say ‘We have to support dictators to protect our profits’,
you thereby make yourself an outsider from the smooth functioning of the
system and, psychologically, it’s hugely painful to be an outsider.
PINTER: Yes. I think it’s a question of securing your uneasy and precarious place in the world: the best thing to do is not ask too many questions.
You remember Muhammed Ali was drafted into the army and he made his
famous statement [affects American accent]: “I ain’t got no quarrel with
them Vietcong!” That’s what he said and that got him into so much trouble!... Jesus!... what they tried to do to him! He’s a remarkable fellow. So I
think that with some people there’s a terrible fear of being unpopular, but
somehow I‘ve always been vaguely unpopular, so I’m used to it.
David Edwards, August 1999
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